The aim of this paper is to improve complex Hamiltonian energy equations with time dependent case for Minkowski 4-space. Many fundamental geometrical properties for time dependent Minkowski 4-space have been obtained in complex form.
Introduction
Hamiltonian systems are characterized by the cotangent bundle which are phase-shapes of velocities and momentum of a con…guration manifold. If Q is an m-dimensional con…guration manifold and H : T Q ! R is a regular Hamiltonian function, then there is a unique vector …eld X H on T Q such that
where X H is Hamiltonian vector …eld and is a symplectic form. The triple (J 1 E; ; X H ) is called Hamiltonian system on the tangent bundle on T Q. Previous studies, numbered [6] showed the basic geometrical structures for mechanical systems. Aycan [1] showed that higher order lifts of those equations have been calculated on the extended jet bundles. Furthermore Aycan [2] improved Hamiltonian energy equations on complex jet bundles. Also, the presented method in [2] has easily indicate Hamiltonian mechanism formulation on a space which has a complex dimension.The articles numbered as [3] , [4] and [5] are some of the basic studies to be used in the calculation of energy equations on the mechanical systems. Hamiltonian energy equations of complex and para-complex manifolds have been obtained in [7] . Civelek [9] calculated the lifts of Hamiltonian energy equations on the extended vector bundle structures. Dagli [8] obtained Hamiltonian and Lagrangian energy equation for Minkowski 4-space and the bundle structure of Minkowski 4-space. But, any of them as far as our knowledge, to improve the Hamiltonian energy equations in Euclid space. Di¤uculty for calculating on the Minkowski space and its bundle structure is due to its metric structure, since the structure of Minkowski metric is di¤erent from Euclid metric.
Let M be a m-dimensional manifold and be a 2-form on the cotangent bundle T M . If is a closed 2-form with maximal rank, the binary (M; ) can be de…ned as a symplectic manifold. Also, the energy function H : M ! R which response to the Lagrange function, is named as Hamiltonian energy function. Let the coordinate system on M is (x i ; : x i ), then the vector …eld
can de…ned as Hamiltonian vector …eld. The equation
is named as the dynamical equation for Hamiltonian systems. On the contangent bundle T M , the 1-form
is named as Liouville form. The 2-form,
is named as canonical symplectic form. With solving equation 1.2, we can obtain equations 1.5.
This equations de…ned as Hamiltonian energy equations [1; 3; 4; 8] .
Mathematicians, working in Minkowski space, believe that there is a natural phenomenon with Minkowski geometry for explaining physical phenomena occuring in 4-dimensional Euclid space, which is based on a jet bundle structure.
According to the structure of complex space, this time parameter consist of real and imaginary part as follow;
On the other hand, this system is considered as complex, all geometrical structures must be complex form too. Then, the complex Hamiltonian energy systems are obtained for Minkowski 4-space.
Complex Bundles on Minkowski 4-Space
Let (E; ; M ) is a bundle where E and M are manifolds and : E ! M is a surjective submersion. E is called the total space, is the projection and M is the base space. This bundle denoted by or E. The …rst jet manifold of is the set J 1 p : p 2 M; 2 p ( ) and denoted by J 1 E. Here, : M ! E. is a map and called as section of . If it is satis…es the condition = id M , then the set of all sections of will be denoted ( ).
Let (U; u) be an adapted coordinate system on E, where u = (x i ; u ). The induced coordinate system (U 1 ; u 1 ) on J 1 E is de…ned by
where
and are known as derivative coordinates [1] .
Using those coordinate system, the following coordinate system are proposed to Minkowski 4-space. Let the bundle structure (E 4 1 ; ; R) and the coordinates of the manifold E 4 1 are (x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ), the coordinate of the manifold R is (t). In addition the coordinates of the manifold
. Then derivative coordinates are writen as : x i = dx i dt Let this total space and base space are complex form. Then coordinates of this space should be complex form to as below;
According to this new complex coordinates, the complex bundle's coordinates are (t R ; t I ; x iR ; x iI ; :
Complex Hamiltonian Mechanical Systems For Minkowski Space with Complex Jet Bundle
The Minkowski 4-space E 4 1 is the Euclidean 4-space E 4 provided that the standard metric given by
where (x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ) is a rectangular coordinate system of E 4 . Here, g denoted the metric construction and d is the di¤erential form. Since g is an inde…nite metric, vector v 2 E and v 6 = 0. Similarly, an arbitrary curve = (s) in E 4 1 can locally be spacelike, time-like, or null(light-like), if all of its velocity vectors 0 are respectively space-like, time-like or null, for every s.
is the set of all time-like vectors in E 4 1 . For 8u 2 ; the set
1 : g (x u; x u) < 0 de…ned as timecone [8] . Minkowski 4-space equiavalent to 4-dimensional Euclid space, so it has a manifold stucture. Also, a cotangent manifold structure can be built over the Minkowski 4-space too. With this cotangent manifold all geometrical structure for Hamiltonian systems can be de…ned for Minkowski 4-space. On the other hand, this space is considered with complex form, this geometrical structures are de…ned as complex. But, for the better demonstrate, …rstly this structures are de…ned as real form, then as complex. Thus, we can give following geometrical equations.
De…nition 1. This Liouville form is de…ned as complex
Here, the notation i is given by
With di¤erantiating the complex Liouville form, we can obtain the canonical complex symplectic form as
On the other hand, for (1 i 4) Hamiltonian vector …eld on complex Minkowski 4-space is
The complex di¤erential form of Hamiltonian energy function is de…ned as
With calculating the symplectic form i X H = dH we can obtain
When this 1-forms are equalized the following solutions can be obtained as complex form.
If we use this equalities in equations 3.3, then we can obtain complex Hamiltonian vector …eld as
x iI (3.5) An integral curve on Minkowski 4-space is de…ned as This curve can be de…ned as complex form as below for (1 i 4) , (t) = (t R ; t I ; x iR ; x iI ; :
And it's velocity vector is calculated as
Thus, with calculating the equation X H ( (t)) = 0 (t), we can obtain following equalities.
x iI dt I = @H I @x iI i = 1; 2; 3; 4 (3.8) The equalities 3.8 are de…ned as complex Hamiltonian energy equations for Minkowski 4-space.
Example 1. (circle)
In this example, we de…ne a circle in timecone as complex form(…gure-1). We are analyzing the movement of the particle 'm'in this circle. For this reason we want to de…ne the complex jet bundle structure for the circle. The circle's complex parametric coordinates are ( ) = (s C ; t C ; r C cos C ; r C sin C ; u C ) and the complex jet bundle coordinates are, (s C ; t C ; r C cos C ; r C sin C ; u C ; t (3.9) Here s C = (s R ; s I ) , t C = (t R ; t I ) , u C = (u R ; u I ) r C cos C = (r R cos R ; r I cos I ) , r C sin C = (r R sin R ; r I sin I ) and the derivative coordinates t
Here s is a space-time parameter, t is earth-time parameter. The ratio of
Minkowski and earth time
The movement of particle is on time-like curve in time-cone. Thus,
On the other hand it can be seen from the …gure-3, this circle exist in any plane on the z axis. With respect to, consider u, has a constant value. Using this coordinates and simplyfying equation 3.8 , we can obtain complex Hamiltonian energy equation for this circle as follows;
Now we calculate the comman solution for Hamiltonian equations 3.10. Here, the Hamiltonian function H = H(r R ; r I ; t R ; t I ) and the radius function r = r R (t R ) + ir I (t I ); the time function t = t R (s R ) + it I (s I ). So, Hamiltonian function is connected with time and radius parameters. For optimality solution 3.10, we assume the following totals,
We can organize 3.11 with Hamiltonian equations in 3.10 , the following equations dt
and dt
are organized. By solving 3.11 , we can obtain
and @r
By derivating 3.12 with respect to t R , following equalities can be hold.
By derivating 3.12 with respect to t I , following equalities can be obtained.
Furthermore with derivating 3.12 with respect to r R , following equalities can be writen.
and with derivating 3.12 with respect to r I
are obtained.
As a result of with dealing this equation we can obtain the radius function related by the time parameter s and t.
For real parameter and for imaginary parameter
are obtained. When radius equation are written in the equation 3.11,for real parameter
for imaginary parameter
are obtained. This equation can be written general form as
3.21 is de…ned as complex Hamiltonian energy function for circle on the Minkowski 4-space.
Example 2. When the ratio of the time in Minkowski and earth space is k; the ratio of the speeds the Minkowski and earth space is k too. So we can write, s
When we analyze this solution, if the derivates of real parameter respect to imaginary parameter and the derivates of imaginary parameter respect to real parameter be on this system, the solution of k 2 or k 3 will be i form.
Or, more generally, let k 2 =ak 3 =ai and k 1 =bk 4 ; k 4 = , then,
if 3.26 is negative , must be negative then k 3 is negative too. For this reason,
Then, scaler a must be positive. Similarly, scaler b is positive too. For example, let = 1
This numeric examples can be reproduced. As a result of ,the movement on the circle progress as free fall. Thus, energy is always perceived as stability.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, the improvement on complex Hamiltonian energy equations have been proposed on Minkowski 4-space with complex bundle structure. The presented method has aimed to easily indicate Hamiltonian mechanics formulation on a space which has a complex dimension. This approach allows interpreting physically on di¤erences between complex and real spaces of Hamiltonian energy formulations. Furthermore, in a di¤erent space model, complex jet bundle structure on Minkowski 4-manifold has been constitued. This bundle has been generated a form from real and complex bundle structure. The application of complex energy equations with respect to two time parameter have been taken into account on complex jet bundles on the on the circle on timecone provide testing the solution methods. The time dimension which we consider in the classical meaning consist of real and imaginary parts. The following results can be droven from this study.
1)It is showed that the derivative coordinates for jet bundle structure has not an important role on the Hamiltonian energy functions.
2)According to 3.21, Hamiltonian energy function is related by the constant value at time parameters. If the rate is constant then the Hamiltonian energy is stabil.
3)Results showed that Hamiltonian energy is stabil. Because of when the radius functions 3.18 was written 3.21,
is obtained. Then movement is stable too. 4)Example also showed that, Hamiltonian energy values increase in a certain role and approach a …xed value. When we can not see the movement which depends on the position, the Hamiltonian energy values can be writen as imaginary. The movement on the circle progress as free fall. Thus, energy is always perceived as stability.
5)In this study, if suppose the imaginary part is zero, the Hamilton energy function is same with real Hamilton function in [8] .
